
MINI GENUINE WINTER WHEELS AND TYRES 2019/2020.

GET A GRIP ON WINTER.
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#HereWeGo @r8smv

Brace yourself for the winter season ahead with a new grip on things. This winter is all about preparing for that corner and pushing your 
adventure forward. With our star marked MINI Genuine Winter Wheels and Tyres crafted in collaboration with leading tyre manufacturers  
(e.g. Bridgestone, Dunlop, Goodyear and Pirelli), there’s no road not worth pursuing.

CONTROL THE DRIFT.
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#HereWeGo @kramp1907

MINI GENUINE WINTER WHEELS AND TYRES WITH STAR MARKING.

SAFETY IN THE STARS.

Trust the stars with our MINI Genuine Winter Wheels and Tyres with star marking, developed together with premium 
tyre manufacturers (e.g. Bridgestone, Dunlop, Goodyear and Pirelli). With MINI Genuine Winter Tyres, you can 
feel confidence in every corner. Fulfilling your safety requirements without compromising your driving experience.

TAILOR-MADE: 
All MINI Genuine Wheels and Tyres 
have been specially developed for 
maximum safety and perfectly match 
the style of each specific MINI model.

1

SAFE: 
Tyres with star marking 
feature high durability, the 
highest safety ratings and 
advanced run-flat technology.

2

TESTED: 
Every tyre has been subjected  
to stringent tests with up to  
50 different quality criteria  
(the standardised EU Tyre Label 
demands only three criteria). 

3SPORTY: 
The tyres are perfectly 
attuned to the suspension 
components and adaptive 
systems to ensure maximum 
grip and performance. 
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ECONOMICAL: 
The systematic use of special 
materials reduces fuel consumption 
and lowers noise levels.

5

#HereWeGo @kramp1907
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WE EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED.
If you want to feel safe venturing out this winter, you have to trust your tyres. They are tested against 50 different quality 
criteria clustered in six major fields: driving properties, safety, sports behaviour, wear, comfort, and finally, efficiency.

DRIVING CHARACTERISTICS  
OF WINTER TYRES.
- Braking distance
- Traction
- Handling
- Driving stability

WEAR.

- Mileage
- Shape
- Safety

SAFETY.

- Wet and slippery road surfaces
- Dry road surfaces 
- Run-flat properties
- TPMS Compatibility

COMFORT AND ACOUSTICS.

- External rolling noise
- Interior rolling noise
- Directional stability 
- Insensitivity to vibrations

SPORTY HANDLING.

- High speed
- Performance
- Handling response

FUEL EFFICIENCY/
EFFICIENT DYNAMICS.
- Rolling resistance
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OUR YEAR HAS  
TWO SEASONS.
All-season tyres do have their advantages: no tyre changes in 
spring and autumn, no need for seasonal storage, and respectable 
performance in winter and summer alike. Nevertheless, they 
are always only a compromise. If you want to be sure of getting 
maximum safety and performance and the best consumption 
from your MINI in the colder months of the year, then winter tyres 
are the first choice. The braking distance on both dry and wet road 
surfaces is significantly shorter than with all-season tyres.

RELAX,  
FLAT OUT.
Run-flat technology allows for your journey to last as long as you 
want it to. You can keep driving your vehicle for up to 50 miles at  
a max. speed 50 mph, without having to worry about having a 
puncture. That means safety and comfort for you too. Spare wheel?  
No need. Simply drive on to your next MINI Service Partner. 
You’ll also have less vehicle weight and more room for luggage 
and sports equipment because you don’t need a spare wheel or 
Mobility Set – leaving you free to enjoy the winter to the max.

#HereWeGo @neumiver

With run-flat  
technology

Without run-flat  
technology
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winter  
tyres

summer  
tyres

STOP

7 mm

3 mm

1.6 mm

Braking distance with tread depth (mm):

GRIP WITH EASE.
Going fast requires stopping fast too, and in unpredictable weather 
it’s good to have as much help as possible. That’s why 7 °C is the 
signal for switching to winter tyres.

Thanks to their special rubber mixture, winter tyres provide 
optimum grip and short braking distances, even in the coldest 
weather. Change your tyres in good time, and ensure that critical 
situations don’t turn into accidents.

#HereWeGo @iamnordic
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36 11 2 460 622 36 11 2 349 710

EXCLUSIVELY ACCESSIBLE.
MINI HATCH AND MINI CONVERTIBLE.
You’re chilling in your Hatch or cruising in your Convertible. What else can make it just that little bit more… you?  
Enhance your ride with a wide variety of style options to choose from with no compromise on safety.

17" JOHN COOPER WORKS  
MULTI SPOKE 505

15" HELI SPOKE 492  
(see left)

17" JOHN COOPER WORKS 
DOUBLE SPOKE 510 (see above)

Fuel efficiency E, wet grip B,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Fuel efficiency E, wet grip B,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Fuel efficiency E, wet grip B,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Price without fitting £1,792.00

Price without fitting £916.00 Price without fitting £1,270.00

- Wheel colour: Jet Black Matt
- Wheel size: 7J x 17 IS:54
- Tyre size: 205/45 R17 88V XL RSC
- Tyre: Dunlop SP Winter Sport 4D ROF

- Wheel colour: Bright Silver
- Wheel size: 5,5J x 15 ET:46
- Tyre size: 175/65R15 88H XL
- Tyre: Pirelli W210 Snowcontrol 3*

- Wheel colour: Jet Black
- Wheel size: 5.5J x 17 ET:45
- Tyre size: 185/50 R17 86H XL RSC
- Tyre: Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D ROF

#HereWeGo @neumiver

Run-flatRDC-Sensors Snow chainsStar marking

36 11 2 461 642
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GIVE YOUR WHEELS EDGE.
MINI CLUBMAN.
Turn heads with MINI Genuine Complete Wheels. These stylings are guaranteed to meet your need for standout 
design. Ensuring that your MINI Clubman won’t just roll out, it will stand out from the crowd this winter.

16" REVOLITE SPOKE 517  
(see below)

17" BRIDGE SPOKE 528  
(see left)

18" JOHN COOPER WORKS  
GRIP SPOKE 815 (see above)

Fuel efficiency C, wet grip C,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Fuel efficiency C, wet grip C,  
external rolling noise ) ), 70 dB.Fuel efficiency C, wet grip B,  

external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Price without fitting £800.00

36 11 2 411 025

36 11 2 409 04536 11 2 471 526

Price without fitting £1,468.00
Price without fitting £1,992.00

- Wheel colour: Bright Silver
- Wheel dimension: 7J x 16 IS:47
- Tyre size: 195/60 R16 M+S 89 H
- Tyre: Pirelli W210 Snowcontrol 3

- Wheel colour: Jet Black
- Wheel size: 7J x 17 IS:47
- Tyre size: 195/55 R17 92H XL
- Tyre: Pirelli Snowcontrol Serie 3

- Wheel colour: Jet Black
- Wheel size: 6.5J x 18 IS: 42
- Tyre size: 205/45 R18 M+S 90H XL
-  Tyre: Goodyear Ultra Grip  

Performance Gen-1*
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OUTSTANDING SUBTLETY. 
MINI COUNTRYMAN.
Go big with style. With our range of MINI Genuine Winter Wheels and Tyres for your MINI Countryman, 
you’ll know that yours will turn more heads than the rest. Thanks to the highest MINI safety standards you 
will certainly savour new experiences – whether it’s in the city or in the outdoors.

16" REVOLITE SPOKE 517

17" CHANNEL SPOKE 531

18" JOHN COOPER WORKS 
THRILL SPOKE 529

Fuel efficiency C, wet grip B,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Fuel efficiency C, wet grip B,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

Fuel efficiency C, wet grip B,  
external rolling noise ) ), 72 dB.

36 11 0 048 011

36 11 0 048 005

36 11 0 048 010

Price without fitting £1,356.00

Price without fitting £1,912.00

Price without fitting £2,280.00

- Wheel colour: Bright Silver
- Wheel size: 7J x 16 IS:41
- Tyre size: 205/65 R16 M+S 95H
- Tyre: Bridgestone Blizzak LM001

- Wheel colour: Jet Black
- Wheel size: 7.5J x 17 IS:52
- Tyre size: 225/55 R17 M+S 97H RSC
- Tyre: Bridgestone Blizzak LM001 RFT

-  Wheel colour: Bicolor
- Wheel size: 7.5J x 18 IS:51
- Tyre size: 225/50 R18 M+S 95 H RSC
- Tyre: Bridgestone Blizzak LM001 RFT

Run-flatRDC-Sensors Snow chainsStar marking

#HereWeGo @hricca
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ACCESSORIES JUST  
BECAME NECESSITIES.
It’s the little things in life that make the bigger things easier.  
With MINI Genuine Accessories, you’ll find that help is always  
at hand in the form of our wide range of products.

www.mini.nsc/configurator

DISCOVER OUR ACCESSORIES. 

There is a safe way to find out what suits your MINI best.  
Just try it out and explore our wide selection of wheel designs,  
wheel cleaner sets, wheel bolt locks, valve caps and floating  
hub caps. Simply select your vehicle model, test the various  
looks of different wheels and discover your own personal style.

Always the centre of attention: the classy 
blue hub cap puts the finishing touches  
on the special look of the MINI Light  
Alloy wheels, and it ensures that the wheel 
hub is protected even when the weather  
is at its worst.

Price without fitting Price without fitting Price without fitting

The small difference: the high-quality valve 
caps made of aluminium protect TPMS 
aluminium valves effectively from dirt and 
moisture. At the same time, they set a 
stylish visual accent on the tyre. Set of 
four valve caps. With MINI logo.

For more safety and protection. The reliable 
MINI wheel bolt locking system features  
our wheel bolt locks with special encoding.
The bolts can only be opened with the 
special tool included in the package, 
ensuring maximum safety for the user.

The MINI Online Shop at shop.mini.co.uk/miniparklane

£75.00 £18.00 £53.50

THE MINI ONLINE SHOP.

MINI FLOATING HUB CAP.
36 12 2 469 710

MINI VALVE CAPS.
36 12 2 447 403

MINI WHEEL BOLT LOCK.
36 13 2 453 960

For further details, please contact your local MINI Centre 
or visit mini.co.uk⁄accessories.



For further details, please contact your local MINI Centre or visit mini.co.uk⁄accessories 

Technical data shown is correct at the time of publishing and may alter periodically subject to product changes. We assume  
no liability for printing errors or mistakes, and reserve the right to make changes without prior noti fication. Reproduction in  
whole or in part is permitted only with the written consent of BMW AG, Munich, Germany, BA-24, 

Valid from August 2019.


